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The Old Silver Mines 老银厂 near Duogu (Duohu) 朵姑村 in Midu District  

弥渡县朵姑村老银厂 

Records and questions 

No historic mine appears in the records that might be located at Duogu. The site came to the 

knowledge of the Cultural Relics Office of Midu, apparently fairly recently. 

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim 金兰中 and Yang Yuda 杨煜达, with Li Qiang 李强, our 

driver (born 1962, with 9 years experience in the mining industry), 30 January 2018 

Supported by: Prof. Li Xuelong 李学龙 of the Institute for ethnic Studies, Dali University, Mr. 

Bi Chaoyi 毕朝义, director of the Midu Museum, Ms. Li Xiaoling 李晓玲 of the County Museum 

of Midu, Ms. Du Xinyan 杜新燕 of the Yinjie Culture Office 

Main informants: Mr. Li (ca. 55) of Duogu, Mr. Li Jinghong 李敬红, mayor of Duogu  

Yuda was invited for a ceremony as associated scholar to the newly founded Center for Ethnic Studies 

at Dali University and had mentioned that we were on a fieldwork trip. Li Xuelong 李学龙, formerly 

at the District Museum at Xiaguan, came down from Dali to join us for the sites in the region. He 

brought his niece and we met around 9:30 to proceed to the Midu Cultural Relics office together. We 

met the Museum Director Bi Chaoyi 毕朝义, and had a look at the exhibition. They have a number of 

stone age and bronze objects, and also a small pile of ore or slag and two ceramic pipes of identified as 

objects found at the Huangkuanchang Mines. The ceramic objects had the dimensions of shatiao 沙条, 

but appeared to possess a narrow central hole. Director Bi told us that these objects dated to before his 

time and that he had no further knowledge about them. There are two sites in Midu, the knwon Ming 

period Huangkuang Mines, and the otherwise unrecorded mines at Duogu. We decided to go to Duogu 

village first, and use the full next day for the Huangkuang Mines. 

Ms Li Xiaoling 李晓玲 joined us. She is in her late twenties, a graduate in literature who worked as a 

middle school teacher for five years before joining the Cultural Relics Office not quite 2 years ago. 

Duogu is not far from the southern end of the Midu Plateau and near the top of the range that separates 

this plateau from that of Weishan to the west. We took the main road to Yinjiexiang 寅街, where we 

picked up Ms Du Xinyan 杜新燕 of the local Culture Office. She is in her late twenties, quite 

interested in her work, and had been to the site before. T avoid bothering the village government, we 

had lunch at Yinjie at about 10:30 am. The road to Duogu is windy good asphalted into the village.  

Duogu is the last of a small cluster of villages in the higher part of a valley with many bifurcations, 

sitting on a small protrusion on the south slope. The top of the range is planted with rotors. It seems 

that the mines have recently come to the attention of the local Cultural Office, perhaps in connection 

with roadworks for transporting the rotors. 

Duogu is an Yi village. The mayor Li Jinghong 李敬红 told us that the name is pronounced Duohu in 

Yi and means “plenty.” He arranged for Mr. Li to be our guide. We crossed the stream and headed up 

a winding track southwards and westwards, ending up in the narrow valley of a side-stream. A about 

2300 m Mr Li stopped the car in a bend of a rill. There are two mine entrances and a recent stele 

erected by the Relics Office. Both workings had rounded roofs in the entrance area and had been 

blocked up a short way in. 

Ms Du and Mr Li both stated that the largest mine that had a considerably large opening and reached 

deep into the mountain was only a short way below the driving track. The track is relatively wide and 

appeared to have been built or widened very recently (it is in facto not on the satellite image) and Ms 

Du later inquired for me that it was at most 3 months old. The descent is rather steep and was covered 

in loose debris. Nevertheless, eventually all of us except for Yuda and our diver clambered down and 
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followed Mr Li though the dense bush. Without finding the mine entrance, however. Mr Li and me 

ended up on a narrow grassy strip at the brook. Upon asking about slags (by that time I had begun to 

get used to his dialect), Mr Li confirmed that there were some slags down here, pointing up and down 

the valley bottom, but more further up. I had a look in the shallow stream but found nothing there. We 

found some slags and walked a little way up nearly to the point where the track came down to cross to 

the other side of the valley. 

We re-joined the others and turned back. Mr Li stopped the car again under 1 km on at a eucalypt 

plantation (apparently only 2-4 years old) at a point where the ridge widens and the track reaches a 

saddle and descends into another side valley. There were large clumps of slag piled up on the bank of 

the track, and they were distributed throughout the easily accessible area of the eucalypts to both sides 

of the track. Yuda and Li Yunlong explored the lower area, finding bits and pieces sparsely 

throughout. I walked back along the track to look as the cuts of the track into the soil, which are 

between 1 and 4 m. There is a whitish soft bedrock, with well visible slag and debris layers where it 

lowers, and the forest soil layer above. Near the saddle the cut was clearest, with a layer of slags and 

furnace debris reaching below the level of the track. Took some charcoal samples. The dug-up 

material contains much slag, also bits of ceramic rods (lutiao or shatiao) and sherds of vessels of daily 

use.  

Mr Li said they had always known that this was and old silver mine, though they had no knowledge on 

when it had been active. There were no stories related to the mine and or to their ancestors having 

anything to do with it. He had heard that it dated to the Ming. 

We returned to the village and mayor Li Jinghong 李敬红 warmed up to presenting us the local 

history and culture. He told us that they had collected stories and traditions and embellished all houses 

with “traditional” emblems and sayings, as well as some walls with murals. He took us up the a 

recently built activity center, the front wall with a huge painted cabbage. He explained that the village 

used to be on the road from Midu to Weishan and there was a story of its founding after particularly 

tasty cabbage was grown here. The old road started right at the building and was still well visible, 

heading up along the south slope. I went up a little way.  

Li Jinghong also told us that his family moved here 9 generations ago, and that the village was 

uninhabited then. His family was classified as landowners after 1949 for they possessed most of the 

fields. The mine was known as the “old silver mine” 老银厂. There was a story about two large and 

one small elephants who came here, the small elephant fell into a pond (?) and eventually turned into 

silver, with a leg(?) eventually being exploited. It was also said that the people of the silver mine late 

moved to Yinjie 寅街 (second Market), so that the original meaning would be “silver market.” There 

was a large well, which used to be the only source of water before tap water. 
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Results 

The ancestors of mayor Li Jinghong evidently used to be the leading family of the village. As families 

of influence are usually among the oldest, the family tradition that the place was no inhabited when 

the first Lis of Duogu arrived 9 generations ago, appears probable. This would suggest, that no 

village existed at Duogu at about 1800. Mining thus presumably ended before 1800, and possibly a 

much earlier.  

The scale of exploitations is difficult to assess, but the mines clearly were no insignificant. We think 

that they were above the scale that may have gone unrecorded in the period of restoration and re-

ordering around 1700. For this reason, we believe that the main period of exploitation was in the 

Ming period.  

Some charcoal samples might provide further information by C14 dating. Further research on this site 

depends on archaeology. 

 


